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Alam-aet--We consider initial-value problems for first-order linear differential equations with a 
small parameter multiplying the derivative. For such problems we construct finite-difference 
methods which are both optimal and uniform with respect o the small parameter ¢. By this we 
mean that we establish error estimates for these methods of the form l ut - u(x,)l ~< C min{h, ~ }, 
where C is independent of i, h and ~. Here h is the mesh size and x~ is any mesh point. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the initial-value problem on fl -- (0, ~) :  
Lu(x) - Eu'(x) + a(x)u(x) =f(x ) ,  x •tq,  ( la) 
u(0) given, 
where a and f are smooth functions on ~ and the singular perturbat ion parameter  E may 
be small. We assume throughout hat 
~>0,  a (x )~>~t>~t '>O,  x•D.  ( lb) 
It is well-known that under these conditions problem ( la) has a unique solution and L has 
the following max imum principle: 
Maximum principle. I f  v is such that v(O)>t 0 and Lv(x)t> 0 V x • f~, then 
v(x) >~ O V x •f~. 
Also, for a general initial condition, u has an initial layer at x -- 0 whose width is of  order 
E. Corresponding to problem ( la) is the reduced problem 
a(x)uo(x) - - f (x) ,  x i> 0. (2) 
This is an algebraic equation, which is obtained by putting E = 0 in problem (la). I f  the 
initial condit ion in problem ( la) is chosen to be u(0) ffi u0(0) then u has no initial layer at 
x = 0; for all other choices of  u(0) there is an initial layer. 
We introduce a uniform mesh of  width h on fl with mesh points x~ ffi ih. I fv  h is any mesh 
function we put v*(xi) = vi. We solve problem ( la) by finite-difference methods of  the form 
L~ui - Eai+ ,D+ ui + a(xi+ ,)ui+, =f(x i+ i), (3) 
u0 = u(0), 
where the fitting factor a~+ a is specified later. It is always chosen to have the property 
lim Ea,.+ j = 0. (4) 
t--0 
I f  u~ is the solution of  problem (3) then, letting E ---, 0 in expression (3), we see from equation 
(4) that 
lim u~ 
t~0 
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satisfies the reduced equation (2) exactly at each interior mesh point. We call a 
finite-difference method with this property optimal. 
In this paper the fitting factor will also always be chosen so that the finite-difference 
method is uniform with respect o the singular perturbation parameter E. By this we mean 
that if u is the solution of problem (la) and u h the solution of problem (3), then at each 
node x~ there is an error estimate of the form 
tu, -  u(xi)l ~< Ch p, (5) 
where C and p are independent of i, h and E. If inequality (5) holds, the finite-difference 
method (3) is said to be uniform of order p. 
We derive error estimates for our finite-difference methods of the form 
lu~- u(xf)l ~< C min{h, E} (6) 
where C is independent of i, h and E. Methods satisfying inequality (6) are clearly uniform 
of first order and optimal. 
Throughout his paper we use the convention that C denotes various constants, all of 
which are independent of i, h and E. 
2. ,4 PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In this section we establish estimates for the solution of problems of the form (la). These 
estimates are contained in the following two lemmas. 
[,emma 2.1. Let L be the differential operator in problem (la) and suppose that 
ly(0)l ~<C and ILy(x)l ~<C for all x t>0. Then ly(x)l ~C for all x 1>0. 
Proof. Consider the two functions 
1 
w±(x) = ly(O)[ +-  max [Ly(~)I +y(x). 
~>0 
Clearly w ±(0) t> 0 and Lw ±(x) >t O. From the maximum principle for L we conclude that 
w±(x) >10 as required. 
Lemma 2.2. Let L be the differential operator in problem (la) and suppose that 
ly(0)l ~< C and I(Ly)(°(x)i <~ C[1 + E-iexp(--E -t~'x)] for 0 ~< i ~<j, x >t 0. Then 
lytO(0)t~<Ce -', O~<i~<j+l ,  x>_.0, 
and 
lyO~(x)l<.C[l+E-iexp(--E-~'x)] for 0~<i~<A x>/0.  
Proof. In the case j  =0 we have [y(x)l ~C,  for all x />0,  by Lemma 2.1. Also 
Ey' = Ly -- ay, 
from which it follows that 
ly'(O)l ~< CE-'(ILy(O)I + iy(0)l) ~< CE-' 
and so the lemma holds for j = O. We now assume the result for j - 1 and show that it 
holds also for j. 
From the result for j - 1 we have [y°~(0)l ~< CE-~, 0 ~< i ~<j and 
i y ( ° (x ) [  ~< C[1 + E-iexp(--E-l~t'x)], 0 ~< i ~<j --  1, X >I 0. It remains therefore to prove that 
ly~(x)l ~C[ I  +e- Jexp( -E -~ 'x ) ] ,  x i>0, (7) 
and 
ly u" '~(0) I ~< CE -J- ' .  (8) 
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Differentiating the equation ~y" + ay = Ly j  times and putting z = yt~ we get Ez' + az = h. 
where 
j - I  
Ih(x)l ~< I(Ly)U~(x)] + ~, lylk)(x)l ~< Ell + E -Jexp(-E-~,,'x)]. 
k-0 
Denoting the indefinite integral of a(x) by A(x) we have 
z (x )= z (O)exp{-~- ' [A (x ) -  A(O)]} + f f  E - 'h (s )exp{-E - ' [A (x ) -  A(s)]} ds. (9) 
But 
Iz(O)exp{--E-I[A(x) -- A (0)]} I ~< ly°~(0)lexp(-E-'~x) ~< CE- iexp(--c- '~x) (10) 
and 
C t l  ~ E -l exp( -  E -lex){exp(e - i~)  + E -j exp[E -t(e _ ~,)sl} ds ~< 
~< C[I - exp(-E -i~:)] + CE -J{l - exp[-E -i(e _ e,)x]}exp(_ E-Je'x) 
~< C[l + E - Jexp(-E - le'x) 1. (1 l) 
We obtain inequality (7) by combining expressions (9)(11). We obtain inequality (8) 
analogously to the j = 0 case as follows: 
[yU+ 0(0 ) I = I z'(0) I ~< CE - ~[I h (0) I + I z (0) I] ~ CE - j -  ~. 
The proof of the lemma is then completed by induction. 
3. F IN ITE-D IFFERENCE METHODS 
In this section we discuss the finite-difference methods obtained from the two different 
choices of the fitting factor o'~+~ in equation (4). To do this we introduce the function 
O) 
a(co)  = e °' - 1 
Then our two finite-difference methods are 
and 
Lhui =-- ca[pa(xi+ ,)]D+ui + a(x~+ ,)u~+ l =f  (x~+ ,), 
Uo = u(O), 
(12) 
L hui - ~a [pa (0)]D. ut + a (x~ + 1 )u; + i = f (xi + I ), (I 3) 
Uo = u(O), 
where p = h/E is the ratio of the mesh parameter and the singular perturbation parameter 
and D+ is the usual forward divided difference. These methods correspond, respectively, 
to the choices 
a,÷ , = ¢[pa(x ,÷ , )] (14) 
and 
~,÷ l --" ¢r [pa(0)]. (15) 
We remark that the second choice gives a constant fitting factor, which is independent of 
the mesh index i. For practical computations a constant fitting factor is of great importance 
because it is evaluated just once rather than at each step in the algorithm. 
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Lemma 3.1. The finite-difference operators L ~ in methods (12) and (13) have 
the following discrete maximum principle: if v~ is such that v0 >t0 and 
Lhv~ >>. OVx~ ~ f2, then v~ >/0 for all x~ ~ ft. 
Proof Suppose v, is such that v 0 t> 0 and Lhv~ >t 0 and assume that the discrete maximum 
principle is false. Let k be the smallest integer for which v k >i 0 and vk + i < 0. Then 
L 'v ,=[ak ;  ', +a(xk+t)]vk+, + a(xk+,)vk < 0, 
which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.2. The finite-difference operators L h in methods.(12) and (13) are 
stable in the following sense: if v~ is any mesh function, then 
I vii <~ [v0l + 1 max I L %1. 
y 
Proof This is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
Uniqueness of the solutions of methods (12) and (13) follows immediately from the 
discrete maximum principle. 
4. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We now prove that the finite-difference methods constructed in the previous ection are 
both optimal and uniform. The result is contained in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let u be the solution of probem (la) and ui the solution of either 
method (12) or (13). Then, at each mesh point xi, we have the following error 
estimate: 
lu , -  u(xi)l ~< C min{h, ~}, 
where C is independent of i, h and E. 
Proof From the stability of L h in methods (12) and (13) it suffices to prove that 
[Lh[u, -- U(X,)] ] ~ C min{h, c }. (16) 
For i = 0 the result is trivial. For i >I 1 we proceed as follows: 
L h[ui - u (x~)] = f (xi + i ) - L hu (xi) = Lu (x, + ) ) - L hU (X~) 
= E [u ' (x i  + ) ) - a i  +,  D + u (x ; ) ] .  (17)  
We can write 
U=V+W,  
where v and w are defined by 
v(x ) = [u(O) ' ~]exp[ -~- 'a (O)x]  
and 
(18) 
Lw(x) =f  (x ) -  Lv(x), w(O) =f  (O)/a(O). (19) 
To verify this note that v(0) + w(0) - u(0), L(v + w) = Lu and use the uniqueness of the 
solution of problem (la). 
To establish inequality (16) it suffices therefore to prove that 
I v'(xi + i) - ai + I D+ v (x/)l ~< C rain{ (1, p } (20) 
and 
[ w '(xi. l ) - ai + t D+ w (xj)[ ~< C rain{ 1, p }. (21 ) 
We establish these results in the next two lemmas. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let v be defined by equation (18). Then inequality (20) holds for 
the ai.~ in both equations (14) and (15) 
Proof  We have 
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Furthermore, 
Idatv~l 
[~1 ~< Ce-Y(1 +y)Vy  >10. (23) 
To verify this, note that it is equivalent to showing that IF(y) l  ~< C for all y/> 0, where 
1 -y  -e -Y  
F(y )  = (1 - e-~y( l  +y)"  
But this holds because the only singularities in F for y t> 0 are at 0 and oc, and 
lira F(y )  = ½, lira F(y )  = 1. 
y~0 y~ 
Combining expressions (22) and (23), and recalling that i i> 1, we obtain 
[ {tr [pa(0)] - ai+t }D+ v(xi)[ <~ CE -]xi+l 
x exp[-- E -ta(0)xl][ 1+ pa (~i)]exp[-- pa(~i)]min{ 1, p } 
~< C{p exp[ -  pa (0)] + E -'xi exp[ -  E - 'a (0)xi]}min { 1, p } 
~< C rain{l, p}, 
as required. 
Lemma 4.2. Let w be defined by equation (19). Then inequality (21) holds for 
the ~+l in both equations (14) and (15). 
Proof  We have 
w'(x,+ j) - a,+] D+ w(x,) = o'~.~ 1 [w'(x,+ i) - D+ w (x,)] + (1 - o',+, )w'(xi+l ). 
From elementary calculus it is easy to see that for co increasing from 0 to oo the 
functions a(o~) and [1 - a(co)]/co decrease monotonically to 0 from 1 and 1/2, respectively. 
From this we conclude that for the ai+w in equations (14) and (15) [a~+]l~C, 
[1 - ui+, I ~< C rain{ 1, p}. Moreover, w'(x,+t) - D+w(x~) = ~h w"(~,) for some 
~ ~ [x~, x~+ f]. Thus 
[w'(x~+ j) - ai+~ D+ w(x~)J <<. C[h [ w"(¢~)l + min{ 1, p } [ w'(x~+, )[]. 
Suppose now that for i = 0, 1, 
[ w"~(x)[ ~< C[I + e -~+ i exp( -  E -Z~'x)], (24) 
v'(x,+ t) - tr,+ , D + v(xi) = {v'(xi+ ,) - tr[pa(O)]D + v(x,)} 
+ {o'[pa(0)] - tTi+, }D+ v(xi) 
= {tr[pa(0)] - o',+ l }D+ v(xl) 
because from equation (18) it is easily verified that v'(x~÷l)=tT[pa(O)]D..v(xi). It is 
immediate then that inequality (20) is satisfied trivially for the ai+ 1 defined by equation 
(15). To see that it is satisfied also for equation (14) we note first that 
[D÷v(xi)[ = h- '{ l  - exp[-pa(O)]}[v(x,)[ <~ Ch -' exp[-E -la(0)xd min{l, p}, (22) 
where we have used the inequality 1 - e -y ~< min{1,y}Vy I> 0. We also have, for some 
~,~ [0, x,+ z], 
uyda(y) I a[pa(O)] - ~[ pa(x, + ,)] = x, + , pa'( ~,) ----7-~ 
y = pa(~i)" 
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then, since x~ >1 h, 0 < h ~< h0 and 0 < E ~< E0, we have 
I w'(xe~.l)l ~<C 
and 
Ihw"(~,)l ~< Ch[l + E-t exp(-E -t~,¢i)] 
~< C[h + p exp( - ~ 'p)] 
~< C min{ 1, p }, 
so inequality (21) holds. 
To complete the proof of the theorem it suffices therefore to verify inequality (24). From 
equation (18) we have (Lv)(x)=[a(x)-a(O)]v(x)  and hence (Lv)(O)=0 and 
(Lw)(O) =f(0)= a(O)w(O). Introducing z = w'/a we have z = E- I [ (Lw/a)-  w] and so 
z (0) = E -~ {[(Lw)(O)/a (0)] - w (0)} = 0. (25) 
Also Lz = (Lw')/a = [(Lw)/a]" so, for all i >/0, 
(Lz)(O = [(Lw)/a]<i+ o. (26) 
From equation (19) we have, for all i I> O, 
I(Lw)~°l ~< If('3l + I(Lv)")l (27) 
and from equation (18), 
I ( tv)O~(x)l  = I {[a (x )  - a (O)]v (x)}°~l 
~< C{1 + E-~x exp[-E -la(O)x]} 
~<C{I + E-'+ ~ exp[-E-'a(O)x]}. (28) 
Combining expressions (26)-(28) we obtain, for i = O, 1, 
I(Zz)¢°(x)l <~ C{ 1 + E -~ exp[ -  E -ta(0)x]}. (29) 
Because of expressions (25) and (29) z satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 for the case 
j = 1. We have therefore, for i = 0, 1, 
IzC°(x)l ~< C{1 + E-~exp[--E-ta(O)x]} 
and inequality (24) follows immediately. 
5. D ISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
In the monograph by Doolan et al. [1] a proof of the optimality of the finite-difference 
method corresponding to equation (14) is given. A statement of the result in the case 
corresponding to equation (15) is also made, but without proof. Here we have simplified 
the proof of the first result and we have proved the second result in an analogous way. 
From the optimal uniform error estimate in Theorem 4.1 we see the following. Since 
the initial layer has width of order E, to have mesh points within it we must have h < E. 
Then the error in the numerical solution within the layer is of order h uniformly with 
respect o e. On the other hand, if we do not require mesh points within the initial layer, 
then we may take arbitrarily large steps h and the error in the initial numerical outside 
the initial layer is of order E uniformly with respect o h. This will give an accurate solution 
provided that E is sufficiently small. 
An advantage of using an optimal uniform numerical method over a conventional 
numerical me:hod is that with a single numerical method we get reliable approximations 
to the solution within and outside the initial layer without the need to compute separate 
approximations of the inner and outer solutions and then to have to match these at the 
edge of the layer. 
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We remark finally that the assumption of a uniform mesh in the above was for 
convenience in the analysis only, and the results are valid without this assumption. 
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